MEASURES RELATED TO CLEANUPS AND DEBRIS REMOVAL

Please be aware of the risks related to cleaning and debris removal and take necessary precautions inside and outside houses to the extent possible to avoid health complications resulting from inhaling dust or other harmful substances.

For people cleaning debris in damaged neighborhoods and buildings:

Wear a high efficiency mask, thick gloves and shoes, and closed safety glasses. Shards of glass, even if very small, can cause serious damage.

Spray enough water on surfaces to prevent particles and dust from dispersing back into the air. Repeat this step many times because the high summer temperature causes water to evaporate quickly.

Cover the debris being transported with reusable material, such as plastic or cloth, and try to avoid dispersing dust or debris back into the air when loading and unloading transportation vehicles.

Take necessary measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19
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MEASURES RELATED TO CLEANUPS AND DEBRIS REMOVAL

Please be aware of the risks related to cleaning and debris removal and take necessary precautions inside and outside houses to the extent possible to avoid health complications resulting from inhaling dust or other harmful substances.

For people inside homes:

In areas where cleaning is still in progress, temporarily close windows with nylon or other wind-breaking materials, and close intact windows. Follow the same guidance for external doors.

Turn on the air conditioning as much as possible, especially if the air conditioners are separate units and not central air conditioning systems.

Clean balconies with water to prevent debris and particles from dispersing back into the air.

Clean surfaces inside your home with a wet cloth and wear a mask during the cleaning process to avoid inhalation of particles that came from outside.

Stay indoors if the street next to your residence is being cleaned; use alternative streets if necessary and available.

Take necessary measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19

Collect debris, sort it, and transfer it to specialized locations for treatment, or coordinate with the municipality to decide on a location to store it temporarily.
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